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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community
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Focusing on the students

October 2,2007
Volume 102, Issue 32
WWWBGNEWS.COM

USG receives important advice from campus official

Getting insured
can save money

By Kristen Vjsas
Reporter

Students buy their
required car insurance,
but skip out on the others
because they currently
can't afford them
| Pag* 3

Adapting to life
after war
Soldiers try to learn new
skills in college after
returning from Iraq and
Afghanistan | Page 3

Defending the
U.S.-Mexican
border fence

Washing power

Homeland Security
Secretary Michael
Chertoff says the fence
will help improve the
environment | Page 7

Friends don't let
friends see Third
Eye Blind
Find out why our
"semi-charmed fan" didn't
attend the homecoming

Stop spreading germs in dorms
by taking care of yourself

concert | Page 4

What ever
happened to
diverse rappers?
Guest columnist Mark
Hines wants mainstream
rap music to be more
inspiring and less
"dumbed down" | Page 5

Women's soccer
opens MAC
season with split
The Falcons fell to NIU
Friday, but rebounded
with a win against
Western Michigan

Health Services advocates.
Egelman said students can best prevent
disease by washing their hands, not touchWhen you're shaking someone's hand, ing their eyes, nose and mouth and using
how often do you consider when they last alcohol-based hand sanitizer.
College students should take responsiwashed their hands?
"If you did, you might be less suscep- bility for themselves because parents can't
tible to disease," said Dr. Glenn Egelman, patrol the dorms to keep their 18-year-old
director of the University's student health children from getting the flu, he said.
College students are on their own and
center.
With roughly 6,400 students living on must take up that responsibility.
To help students, the University's
campus, germs are bound to get around
Wcllness Connection has created a handthe dorms and classrooms.
These germs can lead to a stomach flu. washing guide and posted it in across
cokls, strep throat, mono and pink eye bathrooms campus.
Meanwhile, as flu season begins, stu— and these are just the most popular aildents are doing their best to stay healthy.
ments.
While freshman, Nicole Rosenthal said
"The easiest way the germs travel is
through touch," Egelman said.
The best defense against anything is preSee GERMS | Page 2
vention, and that is exactly what Student

The Undergraduate Student
Government received advice
from I'd Whipple, the vice president for the Division of Student
Affairs, last night about ways to
enhance the quality of life for
both students and the University
this school year.
At the general meeting,
Whipple gave USG tips on how
to become an effective student
government for the University
population.
"I have worked with wonderful
student governments and ones
who have not been so effective,"
Whipple said.
He began the night by stress
ing how important it is for USG
to understand the students and
the campus.
"Know what the student issues
are, even if you don't agree with
them," Whipple said. "Reach out
and ensure that HGSU students
have a forum for discussion.
President lohnnie Lewis
agreed with Whipple. stating
"Communication is a gigantic
issue for USG this year."
Lewis said that USG has
already completed part of this
task through their updated Wei)

student issues are,
even if you don't
agree with them."
Ed Whipple ] Student Affairs

site, which will offer executive
blogs. Me also plans on devoting much of the next meeting
towards communicative issues.
Whipple also noted how
important it is for USG to communicate with other school's governing bodies and look at "what
ideas work with other schools".
"It's OK lo steal. Whipple
said. "Steal ideas that work in
Other schools. It is a compliment
to another student government
when you do that"
Along with communication
issues. Whipple also advised
USG to focus on the big issues
and leave "irrelevant issues that
don't affect the quality of lite for
students "alone.
Whipple brought parking
issues to lite forefront of the matter, saying "is that Ian issue] you
SeeUSG|Page2

Two men on trial for misleading
prosecutors about power plant

By David Houser
Reporter

Sunday | Page S

Cavaliers' eyes
are on the NBA
title prize
LeBron James is back on
the court after his guest
appearance on Saturday
Night Live | Page 5

y
How often do you I
asleep in class?

"Know what the

By John Sccwer

BACKGROUND

The Associated Press

TOLEDO — An engineer and
a contractor accused of hiding
information about the most
extensive corrosion ever found
at a U.S. nuclear reactor first mis
led regulators and then lied to
them, a federal prosecutor said
yesterday.
Attorneys for both men denied

the charges, saying the two nevei
were in a position to know how
bad an acid leak had become at
the Davis-Besse nuclear plant
near Toledo.
Rodney Cook, a private tontractor, and David Geisen, the
plant's former engineering
design manager, are the first
to go to trial over the damage
found at the plant in 2002,
The acid leak nearly ate
through the reactor vessel's li
inch-thick steel cap. It's not clear
how close the plant was to an
accident.
Hollowing the discovery,
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission beefed up inspections and training and began
requiring detailed records of its
discussions with plant operators.
The plant's operator. Akronbased FirstEnergy Corp., paid
a record S28 million in fines a
year ago while avoiding federal
charges.
It also spent S600 million
making repairs and buying
replacement power while the

THE TRIAL:
■ /ears after
an acid leal: was found at the
Davis-Besse nuclear plant near
Toledo, Ohio, a former employee and a contractor go on trial
to face accusations they kept
information from regulators.
THE CHARGES: Prosecutors
say the men lied and misled
investigators so that the plant
could remain operating.
THE DEFENSE: Attorneys
for both men say the two never
were m a position to know about
the acid leak and were not in
charge of inspections at the
plant.
Source. The Associated Press

plant was closed from early 2002
until 2004.

None ol the company's senior
leaders were charged in the

investigation.
Cook and Geisen and a third
former Davis-Besse employee
were accused of misleading regulators in the fall of 2001 into
believing the plant was sale so
that the company could delay
a shutdown for a safety inspection.
Shutting down the plant earlier won III have been costly to

the company,
See NUCLEAR | Page 2

Memphis student shot and killed in car
Classes were canceled after the 21-year-old football player was found dead
By Woody Baird
The Associated Press

MIKE PERMAN
Freshman. Middle Childhood
Education
"Twice a week."

|Pag.4

TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 79, Low: 61

TOMORROW
PM Showers
High: 80, Low: 54

MEMPHIS, Tenn. —A University
of Memphis football-player was
fatally shot on campus in what
police believe was a targeted
attack, and classes were canceled
yesterday as a precaution.
Taylor Bradford, 21, apparently was shot near a university
housing complex about 9:45 p.m.
Sunday and then crashed a car
he was driving into a tree a short
distance away on campus, officials said.
"We found him with a bullet wound to the body and the
ambulance took him to the hospital where he was pronounced
jdeadl," said Roger Prewitt, a
Memphis Police inspector.
Detectives investigating the
shooting received reports of
gunfire being heard in a parking
lot of the housing complex about
200 yards from where Bradford

"We found him with a bullet wound
to the body and the ambulance took
him to the hospital where he
was pronounced dead."
Roger Prewitt | Memphis police inspector

was found, police spokeswoman
Monique Martin said.
Homicide detectives were
unsure of a motive for the shooting and had no suspects, she
said. "That's all still under investigation," she said.
University President Shirley
Raines said that witnesses told
police they saw more than one
person leaving the scene who
could have been involved.
"This was an act directed specifically toward the victim and
it was not a random act of violence," she said.
Residence halls in the sur-

rounding area were closed to
outsiders immediately, and residents were advised not to go outside. Students, faculty and staff
were told by e-mail early yesterday morning that classes were
canceled.
In an e-mail alert to faculty,
staff and students at 3:40 a.m.
yesterday, officials wrote that
"the initial investigation indicates this was an act directed
specifically toward the victim
and was not a random act of vioMM MOWN | APPHOffj

See SHOOTING | Page 2

REMEMBRANCE: A.

•sity of Memphis football player Taylor Bradford ts

placed at the tree m Me"

here his car tut after he was shot Sunday evening
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"When a student
does get sick... it's

she "doesn't really worry" about
important that they
preventing the spread of disease,
she always wash her hands and
know what to do."
tries "to Stay away from sick
Glen
Egeiman | Health Center
people."
Her method may be relaxed.
but Rosenthal said it's helped her
Student I leallh Services "offers
steel deal of ailments thus far.
a lot more than people realize,"
i reshmanAngieBurgealready Egeiman said.
Hot a cold and alter feeling "tired
"Students and community
and out of it." she said she's on a members can get step-by-step
mission to make sure it doesn't instructions about what to do
happen again. To start, she said when they get sick — Whether
she'll be washing her hands they have a cold or the West
more often.
Nile virus — at www.bgsii.edu/
Sophomore, lake Garrlty health," he said.
uc alls living in the dorms his
This resource also instructs
freshman year. He got sick dur- students about self-examinaing fin season and had to skip tions, immunizations and alcoclass for a few days.
hol and drug safety information.
(iarrity attributes his flu to the
"Student Health Services,
bathroom he shared with his which is on Ridge Street, is a
convenient place for students
roommates.
heshman lessica Hall said
to go when they get sick. The
she's been sick twice already this health center has four doctors, a
year. The first time, she had a full-service lab and a pharmacy,"
c old but alter she thought she'd
Egeiman said.
reco\ ered. she caught a stomach
"If you get sick," Egeiman said,
I lu. She's now more aware of the "you should check out the health
impacts of dorm life.
center's Web site or schedule
\\ hen a student does get sick, an appointment by calling 372as Hall and others have, its 2271."
For medical emergencies,
important that they know what
to do," hgelman said.
Egeiman said it's best to call 911.

CORRECTION
POLICY

CAMPUS
BRIEF

it to correct all factual errors
If you think an error has been made,
(.all The BG News at 419-372-6966.

Some believe sickness
resulted from asbestos

A story on page 1 of yesterday's
BG News contained incorrect stateI ibout WorkNet.
Students who register for WorkNet
can update their profile at any time;
no profile information is released
tu employers; the Career Center
does not examine employers who
.mend the E XPO job fair to weed
out scams, but attempts to not
publish misleading job postings;
and students who search for jobs
on WorkNet can search under any
\tt i merest, not just their major
The front page rail should have
said the BG football team defeated
Western Kentucky
The homecoming photos on page
10 were taken by Jordan Flower and

Junior Corey Edwards is one of
several students who say they're experiencing unpleasant effects from the
demolition of the Saddlemire Student
Services building.
Edwards said the former building
contained asbestos, a cltemicat used
in buildings that can be harmful when
inhaled and cause lung cancer.
Students living in Kriescher-Ashley
which faces the construction, are experiencing heavy colds and mucusy coughs
as well as heavy amounts of dust settling on surfaces m their rooms
Edwards contacted USG about the
issue USG President Johnnie L. Lewis
said he plans on discussing the issue
with the Knescher Senator Rahul Guda
This may lead to a meeting with
Nick Hennessy. director of the Office of
Residence Life, to discuss the issue

Notes from yesterday's council meeting BLOTTER
SUNDAY
By Megan Armentrout

8:23 A.M.
The garage door of a house on East
Wooster Street was damaged in a
hit and run accident.

Reporter

MONDAYS BOWLING GREEN CITY COUNCIL MEETING

Next Meeting Oct. 15

VOTE:

HOW IT AFFECTS YOU:

An ordinance allowing Bowling
Green Utilities Director Kevin
Maynard to execute a power
sales contract with American
Municipal Power Generating
Station project.

6-0

This will allow AMP-Ohio to
build a power-generating station that will provide 21 megawatts of energy to residents.

An ordinance allowing Maynard
to advertise tor bids and enter
into a contract for the supplying of annual inventory
requirements.

6-0

ISSUE:

USG
From Page 1
want to spend a lot of time on
when you have a finite time as
a senator?"
He continued by adding,
"We have got to look at priorilies where we can make a difference."
Although parking may not
be seen as a priority issue in
the eyes of USG, it is being
addressed through their
planned downtown shuttle
mutes.
"It is definitely an issue
that USG needs lo address,"
Speaker leremy Lehman said,
it may not be at the forefront,
but it is being heard."

NUCLEAR
From Page 1
Federal prosecutor Tom
liiill.inline said Geisen and
Cook told regulators that
the area of the plant the
NRG was concerned about
had been inspected and
that there was no reason to
worry.
But
the inspections
weren't fully completed and
the pair knew it, Ballantine
said. And letters that included damaging information
were previously revised.

SHOOTING
From Page 1

lence."
The university decided
to cancel classes yesterday,
although police believe the
person or persons involved in
the shooting left the campus
immediately.
"We feel like the campus
is safe, but we'd rather err on
the safety than not," Gunther
said.
Bradford, a 5-foot-ll. 300pound defensive lineman,
was a junior who transferred
to Memphis after two seasons at Samford University in
Birmingham, Ala.
The Memphis Tigers host
Marshall
University
on
Tuesday night. A moment of
silence was planned before
the game. Yesterday, several
football players and others
tied red ribbons and left notes
at the tree where Bradford was
found. Somestudentsplanned
a vigil yesterday evening.
"Our entire football team is
deeply saddened by the loss of
Taylor," head coach Tommy
West said in a statement. "He
was well respected and a popular member of our team. Our
thoughts and prayers go out to
his family."
Bradford, a resident of
Nashville, transferred to
Memphis in 200t> and was on

This enables the supplying of
annual inventory requirements,
petroleum products and sale of
scrap materials during the year
of 2008.

the roster for this season, but
had not played in a game this
season.
Bradford lettered in three
sports at Antioch High School
in Nashville, and held school
records in shot-put and discus.
The University of Memphis
had 20,562 students enrolled
for last fall, according to its
Website.
The school was founded
in 1912 as West Tennessee
State Normal School and
was renamed Memphis Stale
College in 1941. It became
Memphis State University in
1957, two years before it admitted its first black students. It
was renamed the University
ill Memphis in 199 I
In other campus violence, a
University of MassachusettsAmherst football player was
listed in fair condition yesterday after being stabbed in
a fight on campus over the
weekend. I reshman lohnny
Evans. 18, of Durham, N.G.,
was taken to Baystate Medical
Center in Springfield with a
stab wound to the buttocks
and less-serious cuts, school
officials said.
Evans was injured in one
of two fights that broke out
early Sunday when hundreds
of students were leaving the
Student Union Building after
a dance. A second student
also was injured, but refused

10:07 A.M.
A cell phone was stolen from a bar
on South Main Street when the
owner left it lying on a table.

11:16 A.M.
Overnight. $3,000 to $4,000 worth
of tools where stolen from a shed at
a home on Clark Street.

12:52 P.M.
Sometime overnight, a bike was
stolen from the porch of a home on
East Court Street.

1:35 P.M.
The rear window of a 2005 Chevy
Malibu, parked on North Main
Street, was broken out overnight.

5:42 P.M.
Someone made a deep scratch
around an entire car parked at an
apartment complex on South Main
Street.

5:55 P.M.
A wallet was stolen from a "Hello
Kitty" purse left in an unlocked car
on North Church Street.

8:55 P.M.
A North Main Street resident called
police to tell them his car had been
stolen The resident called back a
little later to tell poke that the car
had not been stolen but that he had
lent it to a friend and forgotten he
had done so

SICSIC was born October b. 194*.
whtn six Individuals were specifically hand picked by the President
of Bowling Green State University
(frank Prout) to form the official
spirit crew for the school.

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Breaking down the costs of
living an uninsured life
Insurance protection can save students money
By Claudia Buck
MCT

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — David
Alvarez works 17 hours a week
and pounds out plenty of essays
for his full load of classes as an
English major at California Stale
University. Sacramento. But
shopping for insurance hasn't
heen a big priority.
Car insurance? "Got it."
Health insurance? "I stay
away from sham objects."
Rcnter'sinsurance? "I thought
about it. but I don't have enough
Stuff to make il worthwhile."
lodging from that checklist,
the 26-year-old Alvarez manages risk much like other college students do — by playing
the odds that disaster will strike
someone else.
But it's always a gamble.
Last year, more than $9 million
worth of personal property was
reported stolen on University of
California and California State
campuses.
And an unexpected illness or
injury can expose students to
the draining costs of medical
care. In California, state records
indie ate that a third of 18- to 24year-olds have no health care
insurance
"An unforeseen illness could
spell catastrophe for an uninsured college student and
their family," said California
Insurance Commissioner Steve
I'oizner, who recently urged college students and their parents
to assess their insurance needs.
Because as everyone knows,
the craziest things happen
in college, lust ask Yubrano
"Yuhi" Alvarez, spokesman at
('SI Insurance Agency, Inc., a
Georgia company that specializes in policies for college students.
"We've had claims for alcohol being spilled every which
way, damaging property," said
Alvarez (who's no relation to

PAUL KITAGAKIJR

MC!

SAVING IN ANY WAY POSSIBLE: Sacramento State University student David
Alvarez. 26. shops for computer software in the Hornet Bookstore on the Sacramento State
University campus m Sacramento. California, on Sept 19 Alvarez has auto insurance but carries no renter's or health insurance

Davidl. "We've bad kids drop
their cell phones in the toilet.
We had a student who set his
laptop down on the street and
his roommate ran over it."
If you're looking for collegestudent coverage, hero's a rundown of how to get started:

— I lealth Insurance:
Many family health care plans
will cover a dependent child
as long as they're enrolled in
school or up to age 2.\. Check
the details of your policy
Of course, many college campuses have health clinics where
students ran drop in for routine care such as treating a sore
throat or getting a tetanus shot.
Student fees typically cover this

service,
But one late night \isit to an
emergency room or a broken
arm on the soccer field could
kind a student with a bill the size
of next semester's tuition.
Students who aren't covered
by a parent's plan can often purchase health insurance through
their campus student services

office,
— Auto insurance:
Hirst off, it's the law in many
places. Uninsured motorists
may fate stiff financial penalties
and. if Involved in an accident.

the risk of losing a license.
Vox parents with college student drivers, there are potential
price breaks on auto insurance.
GliICO, for instance, will
lower premiums if the student
is attending school at least 100
miles from home and won't be
driving a family vehicle. If the
student comes home for less
than 30 days — say, during winter holidays or summer break
— he or she will still be covered.
Poizner also recommends
that students ask about "good
grades" discounts and "accident
forgiveness" clauses that ensure
premiums won't go up if a student gets into a minor accident.
— Protecting valuables:
These days, it's not unusual
to find dorm rooms stuffed with
electronics, from the tiniest iPod
to the biggest flat-screen TV.
Often, student belongings are
covered under a parent's homeowner's or renter's policy, as long
as the student lives on campus.
Allstate, for example, covers students living in campus
housing — a dorm, sorority or
fraternity house. When a student moves off campus, though,
coverage drops to encompass
just 10 percent of the policy's
content coverage.

Tuesday. October 2.20O7 5
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Career counseling
available to alumni
By I u stin Pop*
The Associated Press

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Sane evfnrs laUn from events bqsuwtu

"There was a time
when if you got a
job with a major
corporation, you
pretty much stuck
with them and got
your gold watch."

Dozens of colleges and universities have begun offering
career-counseling services not
just to recent graduates but to
thousands of alumni, including some former students who
completed their degrees a
decade ago or longer.
At schools like Willamette
University in Oregon, the
expanded career services are
also part of a broader effort to
Jack Rayman | Career Services Director
keep alumni engaged in the
college community — sometheir office and being able to
thing that makes them more
talk to Shirley, who I knew from
likely financial supporters
back then," Ramon said. "I
down the road.
"When we call them for their have not seen any other place
that tops all their resources."
annual fund gift, they're not
The idea of helping alumni is
only going to say Willamette
not entirely new. Many schools
is a place where I spent four
offer at least some career
great years and that gave me
services to alumni, such as
a fabulous foundation liberal
arts education, but it continues list sen s and job banks, and a
few have long-established proto provide value and service,"
grams offering comprehensive
said David Audley, the school's
services like one-on-one coundirector of alumni and parents
seling and assessment tests.
relations.
For instance, the University
When the tech sector collapsed in the early 2000s, many of Houston started an alumni
career services program during
alumni sought help from colthe oil bust of the 1980s, when
leges, and schools began to
many graduates were looking
think about new ways to help
for work The University of
them. In the last year or two,
Illinois has one of the larger
the trend of hiring full-time
programs, which is 20 years old
counselors for alumni has
and has three full-time staffers.
taken off. A listserv for people
But it's only in recent years
who hold such jobs started two
that a significant number have
years ago with eight members
begun devoting staff just to
and now has 125.
alumni. One reason is increasAmong the institutions
ing job turnover in many
offering alumni services is
professions has more former
the University of Texas at
students looking for personalSan Antonio, where Angelina
ized advice.
Hinii.iii graduated a decade
"There was a time when
ago. At the time, the school
if you got a job with a major
helped her land a job with
business technology company
corporation, you pretty much
stuck with them and got your
EDS.
gold watch," said lack Rayman,
After taking time off to care
director of career services at
for her ailing father, Roman
Perm State. Now, he says, gradrecently returned seeking
uates can expect to bold seven
another job and advice on a
to 10 different jobs.
potential career change. She
When the University of Texas
got help from the same counat Austin surveyed members of
selor, Shirley Rowe, whose
assignment is now offering
its "Texas Exes" alumni association recently, career services
career advice to former stuwas the No. I thing graduates
dents.
said the school could help with.
"It was great walking into

8am - '1 pm.
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204 0 Iscamp

10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Spirit groups Dinner Sale
Table Space 118-1 Union

12 -1p.m.
Weight Watchers at work
315 Union
1 - 5 p.m.
Resume Critique Sessions
116 Conklin North
5:30 pm. -7 p.m.
How to work a job fair
508 Union
6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m
McMaster Dinner
209 Union
/:UCpm
Month of the Scholar Kick
off-Jeopardy
206 Union
7:30 p.m.
Fall Film Directors Series
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall

8:00 p.m.
Student Composers' Forum
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

8-10 p.m.
Upperclass Greek Pub
Night
Black Swamp Pub

9-'0pn
University Film
Organization Meeting
105 South Hall
9:15 p.m.
Panhellenic new member

pinning
101 Olscamp

UAO presents "Evan
Almighty"
Theater. Union

Veterans attend college with new struggles
By Bobby Caina Calvan

"Let's face it, the majority of college
campuses don't support the war, they don't
support what we're doing."

MCT

Cody Conway, a combat
Marine in Iraq, envisioned a
lifelong career in the military.
Four years ago, the
Roseville, Calif., enlisted man
returned from war unexpectedly, his life and future shattered by a nuncombat incident
outside Baghdad that tore the
muscles and tendons from bis
right arm and shoulder.
Repairing a shattered future
hasn't been easy.
"I want to move on with my
life," Conway said Thursday
between classes at Sierra
College in Rocklin, Calif.
"But I'm disabled, and
I can't work. I've been a
mechanic all my life. When
I got back. I couldn't do that
anymore."
Eor Conway and thousands
of other war veterans, life after
Iraq and Afghanistan has
meant looking for new vocations and learning new skills
as they struggle to put their

/ OWENS
CORNING

Cody Conwayl Veteran-combat Marine in Iraq

lives back in order.
By the thousands, they are
filling college classrooms
across the country—but few
campuses, veterans and their
advocates are adequately prepared to respond to the surge.
Colleges are bracing for a
huge surge of military enrollees, reminiscent of post-World
Warll.
The college campus has
become a new front line as
veterans of the country's latest
wars battle the bureaucracy at
home to get the educational
benefits they were promised
from the military and confront what some perceive
as stigmas of serving in an
increasingly unpopular war.
"Let's face it, the majority

of college campuses don't
support the war, they don't
support what we're doing."
said Conway, who wants to
become a social worker.
"It's a struggle." he said.
"If I don't go to school, and
learn something new. 1 won't
have much else."
Sierra College counts more
than 200 Iraq war veterans
attending classes, and school
officials say more are on the
way.
Many arrive on campus
with the scars of war—physical and psychological.
While accustomed to the
discipline of the military, they
are unprepared for the rigors
of academic life.

-
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INNOVATIONS FOR LIVINC ~
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Are you Extraordinary?
For nearly 70 years Owens Corning has been a company of
innovation, leadership and diversity. Our success is rooted in the
talented people who work at Owens Corning.

We are looking for extraordinary talent at Bowling Green
State University, specifically in the following areas.
• Customer Fulfillment

• Sales
• Supply Chain
• Finance
• Information Systems

Meal Includes
Country Breaded Catfish
Fresh Made Cole Slaw
Crispy Fries
2 Hushpuppies

Crumblies

,#** $9.99
12 Piece Bucket
Thigh & Drum
12 Pieces of
Original Reeipe*'
or Extra Crispy ™
Offer expires
10731/07

:

Dppottunil

Mp;:l.

....

All Day
and F.vening

|
|
|
I
I
I
I

Wednesday's
Only!

n ;„ Jffi

BGSU Career Expo
October 9, 10:30 a.m.- 3:00 p.m.
Perry Field House.
Please join us at the BGSU Career Expo to find out how your career
with Owens Corning will give you opportunity, challenge and purpose.
Take the opportunity to talk to recruiters about intern and full-time
opportunities in your area!

For information on positions at Owens Corning
please visit us at our career site.

www.owenscorningcareers.com

::

...
-

■

"■/icelse''

Bowling Green Kit & Long John Silver's
1020 North Main St. 352-2061

THE PINK PANTHER TM a © 2007 MGM All Rifhts R«Mrv*4
I

FORUM

"There is no evidence in the documents that the Committee has reviewed that the State
Department sought to restrain Blackwater's actions, raised concerns about the number of
shooting incidents involving Blackwater... or detained Blackwater contractors for investigation.'
- From a memo released yesterday by the U.S. House Committe on Oversight and Government Reform
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET How ofen do you fall asleep in class?
"Two oi three times a

"Twice a week."

week*

"Never. I love my

"About four or five

classes."

times a week."

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on

BRITTNIDARKE
Freshman. Undecided

A melting dollar and
a savior from the East
when the U.S.

I he us. dollar has been receiving a very bad rap. Cher the last
tin months, it has lost ground to
a basket of major world currencies. In the last two weeks alone,
the Euro tossed at few more
punches at the sickly greenback
and the Canadian dollar, which
some American publications
once referred to as the "northern
peso.* floored the dollar.
I'or the first time in 31 years.
the (Canadian dollar overtook the
now not-so-almighty greenback
on Sept. 21 to trade at SI.01 (this
obviously has been fluctuating).
The Euro, eating away at
the dollar since early summer
peaked on Sept. 2.r> when the dollar fell to SI.41 perlAiro. lxindnn
is obviously an expensive city for
U.S. dollar holding spenders due
to the sterling pound's relative
strength.
What does all this mean to the
world economy? It is true that
the U.S. economy, the world's
largest, is intimately tied to a
well-functioning world economy.
The saying that when the U.S.
coughs the world catches a
cold is, well, true. I lowever, the
dynamics have been shifting and
this may not be entirely true. A
vibrant Chinese economy, an
ambitious liuro area and a resurgent lapan are all giving the dollar a hell of a nightmare.
The precedent is probably an
International financial system
flush with excessive liquidity:
Rn emus hedge fund and private equity moneybags have
been chasing investments all
over the world; China, flush with
cash has been mopping up natural resources all over the world
while underwriting Americans'
insatiable fetish with credit.
As a result, (for better or worse)
lenders have also been very easygoing with their money. Coming
in for dubbing especially, are
U.S. mortgage lenders who have
been (rightly or wrongly) accused
of throwing money at sub-prime

well, true."
borrowers with squeaky creditworthiness.
linter the now over-flogged
"sub-prime sector." The borrowers defaulted and the well-oiled
finance machine started losing
momentum. Normally, this
is not good; the international
finance system is designed to
nin smoothly Otherwise, international trade and investment
would lie dismpted, markets
would crash and recessions
would be unavoidable.This is
not tenable; at least the world
does not want to relapse into the
had old days of early 20th century depressions.
As if to show the world that it
still rules the roost, the instability
of the dollar reverberated (and
continues to) across the world.
The effects have been profound:
A British bank almost went belly
up when depositors beat its
doors asking for their money.
Very surprising given that the
last time such a thing happened
in Britain was in 1866! Across
the channel, the Federal Reserve
Rank cut interests rates to release
more money into the market and
ease the squeeze.
In the middle east. Saudi
Arabia, which for 21 years has
pegged its currency to the dollar gave the Fed's action in D.C.
a pass. Pundits fear that central
banks and other big investors
across the world may bolt from
the dollar. Insignificant as it may
seem in the international system,
Sudan has threatened to dump
the dollar for the Euro.
The worsening health of
the dollar has the potential to
exacerbate inflationary pressure in the U.S.. Europeans are
however worried that if the Euro
continues its rise against the
dollar, the region's growth will be

Freshman. Psychology

hy I didn't go to the concert

"The saying that
coughs the world
catches a cold is,

MATTSHADRAKE.

MARECIAGASTON
Freshman. Psychology

WILL CLARK.
Freshman. Business

1 have a confession to make, to
you, the regular readers of The
BG News.
I didn't go to the Third Eye
Blind concert. Some of you
may recall that Friday in The
Pulse 1 wrote about being a
"semi-charmed" fan of the
band who was looking forward
to their show.
Call me a hypocrite. Say 1 lack
school spirit, truth is. 1 skipped
it for the inspiration of this column: Friends — of the long-lost
variety, the occasional contact
type and the people 1 hung out
with a couple of weeks ago. (For
context purposes, it may be
useftil to know I am a first-year
graduate student who graduated
in 1998 from the University).
They all descended on
Bowling Green for homecoming and unfortunately no one
was willing to shell out $25 for
Third Eye Blind (note for UAO,
it should have been free or $12
and on Friday night). I did ask
them though.
Anyway we all know that college is a time for studying and
preparation for a future career.
But truly almost as Important are
the friendships you make while
here. Your friends shape your
social life, your support network
and perhaps your professional
contacts.
You meet them in residence
halls, in your fraternity or sorority, at work or maybe in class
— especially when you share a
major and have class after class
with them.
I lomecoming this year was
shaping up as kind of lukewarm,
as of say last Tuesday.
The old fraternity buddies
weren't coming this year. Kids
and grad school knocked a
couple out. Another moved to
the west coast. A few last minute
phone calls to a couple of the
"long lost" types weren't returned
(Punks!).
The apathy bred apathy:
Locals dropped out because the
others weren't coming.

OK, so that left people with
whom I used to work and share
a major, plus a few others.
There, the faithful crew was
coming. This group meets a few
times a year and comes from all
over Ohio.
Then serendipity stepped in.
Turns out an old classmate and
co-worker (and now of the geographically close but in reality
far away type friend) has a class
next to mine. We're working on
master's in fields far from our
original major, lie had seen me
in the hall a couple of times and
finally had a chance to talk to me
last week.
First of all it was great to see
loe. We last had some beers a
couple of years ago and fell out
of regular contact.
He then told me mutual
friends of ours were coming for
homecoming, the first time in
years. I was especially excited
to see Penny. We had been like
brother and sister our senior
year. I still have a picture of her
and I smoking inside a University
building late one night.
Penny and 1 had remained
in contact somewhat through
the year>.. I lived in (Teveland,
Tennessee and Toledo again
while she was in lnuisiana and
then Washington D.C. We talked
and e-mailed frequently right
after college. Then things tapered
off to dispersed calls and e-mails.
She was always too far away
to come back for homecoming.
I hadn't actually seen her since
the Browns came back and
Third Eye Blind was still on their
first tour.
Apparently this year was different. And she and another former
co-worker and acquaintance,
Kristin, were driving in from D.C.
So Saturday came and we all
met up at an alumni tent where
stories were shared and contraband food and licveruges were
consumed (sorry, Meijer). I also
talked with the faithful crowd
and the new additions.
)oe told me about his students
and Penny about her new job. I
learned that Kristin (the acquaintance) and I probably would
have been great friends in college
had we ever said more than "Hi"
to each other.
Everyone had a great time
as we tried to fight the crowds

"Call me a hypocrite.
Say I lack school
spirit. Truth is, I
skipped it for the
inspiration of this
column: friends."
downtown and hit our old
flaunts. After waiting too long
for a drink. I just stole someone's
beer at a bar.
A good time was had by all.
And many promises to make
it an annual event were made,
as were promises from locals to
make get-togethers a more regular occurrence.
I lopefully that all will happen
and the usual crowd will expand.
This year, again, reminded me
of how much work it is to stay
in contact with college friends
(I suppose the same can be said
of high school friends too, hut
I think you will find they disappear much quicker). And also
that these an' the people you
definitely want to stay close with.
They know your hopes and fears
— and how much you can drink
before you puke.
Once graduation comes,
everyone scatters to the wind.
You have to cull and e-mail often.
Make plans to see each other
and stick to them. You will meet
new people at your job and in
your neighborhood. But I have
found, for the most part, I will
never have as good of friends in
later life as I did in college.
Another University friend of
mine lone who didn't come to
homecoming) said she tries to
be very vigilant about staying in
contact with people. She makes
a point to make phone calls,
e-mail, send text messages and
write letters.
"It's something you have to
work at. especially as the time
goes by. 1 always tell people that
if we fall out of contact, 'it's your
fault,' because I keep at it," said
Angela Polak. a 1999 University
graduate
Send responses to this column
to tlwneuis@bgiieivs.com.
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"Robot" checkouts are
less than satisfying
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Cashiers, who needs 'em?
It has been a less-than-subtle
trend these days: Real flesh
and blood cashiers have been
replaced with robot checkouts.
Almost every large store has
a hand full of 12 to 15 item or
less robot checkouts. But now
stores like Home Depot and
Meijer have robot checkouts
for any order.
Along with these new checkouts there is an apparent
decline in cashier positions. The
president's "new economy" is
supposed to be based on service
jobs, but now, even those are
being eliminated.
We are in a time when unemployment is running out of con111 il; I hope that others will start
to make a statement with me:
Stop using robot checkouts and
save jobs.

DAVE HERRERA, SENIOR EDITOR
CANDICE JONES, SENIOR EDITOR
KELLY DAY, CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON. CITY EDITOR
STEPHANIE GUIGOU, DESIGN EDITOR
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COUN WILSON, SPORTS EDITOR
ADDIE CURDS PULSE EDITOR
CHRISTY JOHNSON, SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR
JORDAN FLOWER. PHOTO EDITOR

If only for selfish reasons, the
real cashiers don't make customers research produce codes and
take things in and out and back
in grocery bags. I find that real
cashiers are almost always a lot
more pleasant and efficient.
— Ryan Smith

Graduate Student
Rehabilitation (iiunseling

TOMORROW IN FORUM
Levi Joseph Wonder has a
solution for the hustle and bustle
of college life.
A column by Jason Snead.

today's Pwpk On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com

MORE FORUM
COLUMNS TODAY
ON PAGE 8

Living

to
know
KYIEJ.VOLENIK GUcSICOWMNISl

As 1 respect the way individuals wish to live their lives,
I have a few problems with
people who think all their life
answers can be found within
the pages of books, like Chad
Puterbaugh's column stated, I
too would not listen to someone who cannot lurk his or
her claims without logical representations |"So many arguments, so little evidence," Sept.
28|. But are books the only way
to gather information? Hardly.
Does reading one textbook
in a sociology class make
someone an expert on human
nature? Or does gathering an
opinion on the Iraq War by
watching one news station, or
reading one newspaper make
it valid? Barely. The problem
with higher education and the
concept of all these general
education classes, is that people think since you read that
one book for whatever class,
you actually know something.
But when it conies down to it,
you hardly know anything and
are simply regurgitating the
opinions produced by others.
Do we know what is going
on in Iraq? We can think we do.
but until we go over there and
live out a few days of events, we
hardly know the truth. Do we
comprehend human nature by
reading a book? I luman nature
is human nature. And until
you interact with everyone in
the world you will not comprehend it.
The point is, you can read
all the books you want, you
can study as hard as you
must in all your classes. But
until you get out there and
try the things you are reading about and form your own
opinion and not just one you
read; you aren't really living
a life. You are simply facilitating an existence through
those around you or through
the pages of a book.
I am not denouncing the
reading of books, or the use of
books to gain knowledge about
certain things. What I am saying is that you cannot trust
anyone's opinion of a subject
until you have experienced it
yourself. Ignorance is bliss and
it is simply ignorant to think
you can get everything you
need from a book.
And I find it hypocritical that
one would not advise others to
live their life another way, but
wrote an entire article arguing
that people should live life a
certain way.

ScKedul* subject 10 change.

Volenik is a senior majoring in journalism. Send
responses to his column to
theneivs@bgnetvs.com.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc
to be fewer than 500 words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column.' Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Cepis looks to be a big scorer in a small package
By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

FOOTBALL
Browns enjoying
early, unexpected
success
The Cleveland Browns are
2-2 this season and a quarter
of the way through, they are

Offensive production wasn't
among the Falcon hockey team's
strong points last season.
Then again, not much was.
lake Cepis, a Bowling Cireen
freshman ranked 16th among
the top national incoming collegiate recruits by
InsideCollegel lockey.com. leads
a freshman class that hopes to
help change that this winter.
The honor adds another
dimension to Cepis' already
growing list of distinctions. Last
season he led the United States
Hockey League with 34 goals
while playing for the Cedar

Rapids Roughriders. For this
feat he was named First Team
AI1-US1II. and selected to play in
the 2006 USI1L All-Star Came.
Cepis showed off his leadership qualities as an assistant
captain for the Roughriders in
200(i.
Despite the accolades, Cepis
remains modest. As the season
approaches he tries not to worry
about the ranking.
"It brings more attention to
you and away from the team,"
Cepis said. "It's all about the
team, but I'm glad that with my
hard work it will be good for the
school."
The young forward carries
that humble personality on a

n

Jacob Cepis
Led the USHL in
goals last season

standout in former NHL player
Hrian Holzinger. Both players
are aware of the connection, and
are actually quite close. In fact,
Cepis cited Holzinger as out- <>l
the reasons for him choosing
BGSU early on in his junior year

"We need him to
produce and he's
going to be put into

and was elected to
the leagues' All-

roles to do that."

Star game.

humble frame, standing only 5
feet 6 inches and 165 pounds.
Apparently it's what's on
the inside that counts though
because BG coach Scott Paluch
has already noticed that Cepis
shows unusual confidence on
the ice for a freshman.
He also described the rookie's
speed as "something jumping at
us right now that will really help
our team this year."

of high school.

Scott Paluch | BG coach

"We need him to produce and
he's going to be put into roles to
do that," said Paluch.
Cepis looks to bring his scoring poise and quickness to a BO
squad that fell dead last inCCHA
scoring in 2006-2007.
Cepis hails from Parma, Ohio,
a city near Cleveland already
known for a Falcon hockey

Although the University's icecentered tradition has faded
lately, Cepis appears confident
the program can rebound this
year.
"It's a great hockey school." be
stated. "People need to be coming to see us. We have a great
team, a great bunch of guys and
we're going to have a hell of a
season this year."

So much for modesty,

enjoying the ride.

nipt
SCHEDULE

Play time is over

TODAY
Men's Golf:
Xavier Invitational at
Loveland. Ohio; All day

Fresh off SNL stint, James setting
sights on another trip to NBA Finals

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History
1995 - Seattle Mariners beat

By Tom Wlth.ri
The Associated Press

California Angels. 9-1 in a
playoff game to win AL West.
1991 - Steffi Graf becomes

INDEPENDENCE, Ohio —
LeBron lames ditched the 1980s
get-up — the curly wig and skintight dancer's outfit.
Play time's over for now.
lames slipped into his work
clothes yesterday and returned
to the stage where he performs
best.
Fresh off his hyped stint

the youngest woman to win
500 pro tennis matches.
1986-The New York Mets'
Dwight Gooden is the first
pitcher to strike out 200 or
more batters in his first three
seasons.
1980 -Larry Holmes TKOs
Muhammad Ali in 11 rounds
for the heavyweight boxing
title.
1978 - Yanks win third
straight AL East title beating
the Red Sox 5-4 in a playoff
game. Ron Guidry wins his
25th game aided by Bucky
Dent's homer and Lou
Pinella's fielding.
1970 - An airplane carrying
Wichita State University
football team crashes killing 30.

The List

hosting the season premiere of
"Saturday Night Live," lames got
back on the basketball court as
he and the Cleveland Cavaliers
opened training camp with their
eyes on winning an NBA title.
"That's the goal," James said.
"It should be every year."
Last season, the 22-year-old
star carried the Cavs to their
first Eastern Conference title
and a trip to the finals, where
they were swept in four straight
games by the vastly superior San
Antonio Spurs.
The experience was humbling
for lames and his teammates,
who understand that getting
back won't be e.isv
"We didn't realize what it took
to win a championship." guard
Larry Hughes said. "And we
know now."
Maybe so, but coming off
the most successful season in
franchise history, the Cavaliers
regrouped for the first time in
three months in their new, $25
million training facility under
a cloud of uncertainty. Two
key players remained
unsigned and another awaits

The BG News presents the
top five things to watch out
for in the MLB playoffs.

General manager Danny Ferry,

1. The Indians'

**m

pitching: Between
CC Sabathia and Fausto
Carmona. the Indians may be
a hard team to hit. They won't
have a hard time winning
games if they can score a few
runs every game.

2. Alex Rodriguez:
What will A-Rod do in the
postseason? After having one

knee surgery.
Restricted free agents Sasha
Pavlovic and Anderson Varejao
are still overseas as contract
negotiations with the Cavaliers
have reached a stalemate. The
club has made long-term offers
to both.
Pavlovic started 28 games last
season and averaged careerhighs in points, rebounds and
assists. The 23-year-old guard,
who is still in Serbia, had until
midnight to accept a one-year
$2.8 million qualifying offer.
\arojao, the frizzy-haired
forward and 6-foot-IO bundle
of energy, averaged 6.8 points
and 6.7 rebounds coming off
the bench last season. 11 is agent.
Dan Fegan, is reportedly seeking
a deal worth as much as $11 million a season.
Pavlovic's
agent.
Marc
Cornstein, has said his client might play in Euroiw if he
can't come to terms with the
Cavaliers.
lames understands the business side of things, but he also
appreciates the value both players bring.
"We don't make that run we
had last year without Andy and
Sasha," he said. "We need those
two guys. I hope we can bring
then in soon and not waste too
much time."
too, wants both reserves back.
"We want them here in
Cleveland." he said. "We have
made them offers we think are
respectful to us wanting them
but also respectful to both the
short-term success of the team
and the long-term success. We'll
keep working at it, and in the
meantime our focus is on the
guys that are here and the guys
who are going to start practice."
Eric Snow won't be one of

PH0T0S8Y ISAAC BttKKEN AND TONY DEJAK

of the best statistical seasons

bee LEBRON | Page 6
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baseball has seen in a while,
what will that translate into in
the postseason?

3. The Phillies: They
clearly thought October
baseball was in their destiny
as they came from seven
games back to even things up
with the Mets and take the
NL East yesterday.

4. The Cubs: Are
they still cursed? They have
the worst record of all the
playoff teams and needed a
miraculous second half just to
get into the playoffs.

5. Josh Beckett: This
Cy Young candidate had
a greatpostseason in 03
and this will be his first year
back there since. It will be
interesting to see how well he
does with the Sox.

After dropping MAC opener,
Falcons bounce back with win
By Jordan Cravens
Reporter

It's always tough getting that
first Mid-American conference
win, said BG women's soccer
coach Andy Richards.
His team rebounded from
a loss to Northern Illinois on
Friday to capture its first conference win on Sunday against
Western Michigan.
"When you don't get that first
win, there is some pressure
going into that second game,"
Richards said.
With this weekend's play the
Falcons' moved to 4-5-1 on the
season and 1-1 in MAC play.
In the opening minutes of
Friday's home match, both BG
and Northern Illinois had scor-

"I think it is a good
indicator of how
this team is coming
together."
Andy Richards | BG coach

Ing opportunities, but it was the
Huskies who capitalized first
with a goal by Karen Enockson,
just 1:19 into the game.
As is expected in MAC competition, physical play was seen
throughout the match with
numerous fouls charged to both
teams.
In similar fashion to the quick,
surprising goal scored by NIU's
Enockson, Stacey Lucas slipped

a cross into the net past goalkeeper Audrey Holmer to tie the
score at 1-1 heading into halftime.
Not far into the second half
Enockson chalked up her second goal of the match with some
quick footwork to swervearound
BCs defenders.
From there, the rest of the
match remained a story of too little too late as the Huskies scored
their final goal of the match with
18:50 left to go in regular play to
seal the fate of the match, bringing the score to 3-1.
With little time to spare, BG
struck back immediately after
the Huskies' goal when Carolyn
See SOCCER I

Youth movement makes
playotts more interesting
By B.n W.lk.r
The Associated Press

Grady Sizemore, fire up that '66
Lincoln convertible. Brandon
Webb, show off your sinker. Ryan
I toward, swing for those fences.
The sweet ride starts tomorrow,
and there's a new mix to these year's
playofis. Along with usual suspects
Derek leter, David Ortiz and Ion
Piniella, fresh faces abound this
October.
limmy Rollins and Chase Utley
up the middle. Daisuke Matsuzaka
starting, loba Chamberlain
relieving. Victor Martinez, Gary
Matthews |r. and Orlando 1 ludson,
all set to make their postseason
debuts
See YOUTH | Page 6

JACQUELINE LARMA

GET LIFTED: Phillies shortstop Jimmy
Rollins raises his fist alter addressing thousands of Phillies tans gathered m front of
Philadelphia's City Hall yesterday Rollins is
making his first playoff appearance

"There is no evidence in the documents that the Committee has reviewed that the State
Department sought to restrain Blackwater's actions, raised concerns about the number of
shooting incidents involving Blackwater... or detained Blackwater contractors for investigation.

<y

- From a memo released yesterday by the U.S. House Committe on Oversight and Government Reform
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"Twice a week."
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Mice referred to as the "northern
peso, floored the dollar.
I in the first lime in 31 years,

i

the < anadian dollar overtook the
now not-so-almight) greenback
■ in Sepi 21 to trade ai SI.0I llhis
obviousl) has been fluctuating).
I In-1 urn. eating awa) at
thedollat sinceearl\ summer
:u aked on Sepi 25 when die dollar fell toSMl per I tun. I ondon
isobvioush .in expensivecit) foi
i s dollar holding spenders due
to the sterling pounds relative
strength.
What does all this mean to the
world economy? h is true that
the U.S. economy, ihe worlds
largest, isintimatch tied toa
well functioning world economy,
rhe saying thai when the us.
coughs the world catches a
cold is, well, true. However, the
dynamics have been shifting and
thisma) nol be entire!) true. \
vibrant t hinese economy, an
ambitious I uro area .mil a resurgeni lapan are all giving the dol
lai ,i hell of a nightmare.
fhe precedent isprobabl) an
international financial system
Hush with excessive lirjuiditv:
Ravenous hedge lund and private equitj moneybags have
been chasing investments all
over the world; China. Hush with
i ash has been mopping up natural I iM lurces all over the win Id
while underwriting Americans'
insatiable fetish with credit
\sa resull tin better or worse)
lenders have also been very easj
going with their money. Coming
in lor drabbing especially, are
U.S. mortgage lenders who have
been rightly or wrongly) accused
of throwing money al sub-prime

BRANDON
WRAY
I.XUMNIS1

OK, so that left people with
whom I used to work and share
a major, plus a few others,
I here, the faithful crew was
coming. I his group meets a tew
limes a year and ionics From all
over Ohm
I hen serendipity stepixxl in.
I ui ns out an old classmate anil
co workei (and now ol the geographically close hul in reality
fat away type friend) has a class
next to mine. We're working on
masters in fields far from our
original major. I le had seen me
in the hall a couple of times and
finally hail a chance lo talk lo me
last week.
First of all ii was great losee
lue. We last had si nne heel's a
couple of years ago and fell out
ol regulai contact,
lie then told me mutual
Ii iendsof ours were coming for
homecoming, the first time in
years. I was especially excited
to see Penny. V* had been like
brothei and sister our senior
year, I siill have a picture of her
and I smoking inside a Universit)

1

I have a confession to make, to
you, Iheregulai readers of The
lit, News.

catches a cold is.
: he II S. clollui has been rei eh
ingaverj bad rap. (Xei the last
few months, it has lost ground tn
a basket ill majoi worldcurren
ies In the I.IM uvo tvocks alone,
the I urn tossed at few more
punches at the sicklj greenback
.mil the Canadian dollar, which
-nine American publications

well, true."
borrowers with squeaky creditworthiness
I HUT the now over-flogged
•.ah prime sector." rhe borrow
ers defaulted and the well-oiled
finance machine started losing
momentum Normally, this
is nut );< ii ul: the international
finance system is designed to
run smoothly Otherwise, international trade and investment
would be disrupted, markets
would crash and recessions
would be unavoidable. I his is
not tenable; al least the world
dues inn want to relapse into the
bad old days of earh 20th cen
run depressions
\- it to show the world that it
still rules the roost, the instability
lit the dollar reverberated [and
continues to across the world.
I he effects have been profound:
\ British hank almost went bell)
up when depositors heat its
di ii ii s asking for their money.
Ver) surprising given thai the
last limesucha thing happened
in Britain wasin 1866! Across
the channel, the federal Reserve
Hank cul interests rates to release
more money into the market and
ease the squeeze.
In the middle east. Saudi
\iahia, which for2l years has
penned its currency to thedollat gave the Fed's action in D.I!.
a pass. Pundits fear thai central
banks and other big investors
across the world may boll from
ihi' dollar. Insignificant as it may
seem in the international system,
Sudan has threatened to dump
the dollar for the Euro,
fhe worsening health ol
the dollar has the potential to
exacerbate inflationary pies
sure in the U.S.. Europeans are
however worried that if the Euro
i iiiiiuuies its rise against the
dollar, the regions growth will be

I didn't go to tin1 I bird I ye
Blind concert. Someol you
may recall that Friday in Fhe
Pulse I wrote about being a
semi charmed' fan of the
hand who was looking forward
lo their show.
i .ill me a hypocrite. Say I lack
s. hoolspirit, Inuh is, I skipped
it for the inspiration of this column: Friends
ol the long-lost
variety, the occasional contact
type and the people I hung out
with a couple ol weeks ago dm
context purposes, it maybe
usetul to know I am a flrst-yeai
graduate student who graduated
in 1998from the University),
fhej all descended on
Bowling Green for homecoming and unfortunately no one
nas willing In shell out $25 for
Child Eye Blind Inote for UAQ,
ii should have been free or $12
and on Friday night). I did ask
them though.
\n\wa\. we all know ihatcol
lege is a lime tin studying and
preparation For a Future career.
Km truly almost as important are
the Friendships you make while
here.Youi friends shape your
social life, your support network
and perhaps your professional
contacts.
You meel them in residence
halls, in your fraternity orsorot
ity, at work ot maybe in class
especialh when you share a
major and have class aftet class
with them.
I lomecoming this year was
shaping up as kind of lukewarm,

asol say last luosday.

rhe old fhuemit) buddies
weren't Kilning this year. Kids
andgrad school knocked a
couple out Another moved to
the west coast. A few last minute
phone calls to a couple ol the
"long lost" types weren't returned
(Punks!).
The apathy brad apathy:
I Deals dropped out because the
others weren't coming.

building late one night.
I'enin and I had remained
in contact somewhat through
the years. I lived in < Cleveland,
lennesseeand lolcdo again
while she was in Louisiana and
then Washington IM , We talked
and e-mailed frequently right
alter college I hen things tapered
oil to dispersed calls and e-mails.
She was always too fat awaj
In come hack tor homecoming.
I hadn't actually seen her since
ihe Browns came back and
Third Eye Blind was still on theii
first lour.
\pparentl) this year was diffei
ml \nd she,mil,mi Him luu i HI
co-worker and acquaintance,
Kristin, were driving in from Di .
so Saturday came and we all
met up at an alumni tent where
sti II ies were shared and contra
band lood and beverages were
consumed (sorry Meijer). I also
talked with the lailhfulcrowd
and Ihe neu additions
Joe told me about his students
and Penny about her new job I
leu ned thai Kristin (theacquaintance) and I probably would
have been great friends in college
hadweevet said more than "Hi"
to each other.
Everyone had a great time
as welded lo light the crowds

spirit. Truth is. I
skipped it for the
inspiration of this
column: friends."
downtown and hit our old
haunts. After waiting too long
for a drink, I just stole someone's
beer at a bar.
K good time was had hy all.
And many promises to make
it an annual event were made.
as w ere pn wriises fit mi locals ii i
make get u igethers a more regular occurrence.
Hopefully that all will happen
and the usual crowd will expand
Thisyeai again, reminded me
ol how much work it is to stay
in contact with college friends
I suppose the same can In- said
ol high school friends toa bin
I thinkMIII will liud they disap
peat much quicker). And also
that these are the people you
definiteh wanttosta) close with.
Ihe) know your hopes and fears
and how much you can drink
before you puke.
Once graduation comes,
everyone scatters to the wind
You have to call and e-mail often.
Make plans to see each Other
and stick to them. You will meel
new people at yout job and in
your neighborhood. Hut I have
found, for the most pan, I will
never have as good of friends in
later life as I did in college.
Another University friend of
mine tone who didn't come to
homecoming) said she tries to
be very \ igilant about staying in
contact with people. She makes
a point in make phone calls,
c mail, send text messages and

write letters.
"Its something you have to
woik at. especialF) as the time
goes by. I always tell people thai
it we fall out ui contact, 'its youi
fault'because I keep at it." said
Angela I'olak. a 1999 Universit)
graduate

Send responses to this column
Id llli'lli'll tf" liglll'll5.1 Dill.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
"Robot" checkouts are
less than satisfying
Cashiers, who needs'em?
It has been a less-ihan-sublle
trend these days: Heal flesh
and blood cashiers have been

MICHAflWEIGMAN

replaced with robot checkouts
Almost every large store has
a hand full of 12 to IS item or
less robot checkouts. Hul now
stores like Home Depot and
Meijer have robot checkouts
for any order.
Along with these new checkouts there is an apparent
decline in cashier positions, I hipresident's "new economy" is
supposed to be based on service
jobs, but now, even those are
being eliminated.
We are in a time when unemployment is running out of control; I hope that others will start
lo make a statement with me:
Stop using robot checkouts and

II only tin selfish reasons, the
real cashiers don't make customers research produce codes and
take things in and out and back
in grocery bags. I find that real
cashiers are almost always a lot
more pleasant and efficient
Ryan Smith

Graduate Student,
RehabUtintton i bunseling

TOMORROW IN FORUM
Levi Joseph Wonder has a
solution for (he hustle and bustle
of college life.
A column by Jason Snead.
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Living
to
KYIEJ.VOLENIK uUfSTCOLUMNISI

\s| respect Ihe way individuals w ish lo live their lives.
I have a few problems with
people who think all their life
answers can be found within
the pages ol books. I ike Chad
Puterbaugh's column stated, I
too would nol listen to someone who cannot back his ot
her claims without logical rep
rcscniaiioiis "Somaii) arguments, so little evidence," Sept
1!H|. Hul ,u e hooks ihe only wa)
to gather information? Hardly,
Does reading one textbook
in a sociology class make
someone an expert on human
nature? Or does gathering an
opinion on ihe Iraq War b)
watching one news si at ion. or
re.uling one newspaper make
it valid? Barely, rhe problem
with higher education and the
concept ol all these general
education classes, is that people think since you read rli.it
one book for whatever class,
you actually know something.
Hul when it comesdown toil.
you hardly know ami lung and
aiesimph regurgitating the
opinions produced In others.
Do we know wli.u isgoing
on in Iraq? We can think we do,
but until we go ovei there and
live out a few daysol events, we
hardly know the truth. Do we
comprehend human nature by
reading a book? Human nature
is human nature. And until
you interact with everyone in
the world you will not comprehend it,
I he poim is. you can read
all the books you want, you
can study as haul as you
must ui all your classes. Hut
until you gel out there and
try the things you are reading about and form your own
opinion and not just one you
read; you aren't really living
a life. You are simply facilitating an existence through
those around you or through
I In-pages ol a hook.
I am not denouncing the
reading of books, or the use of
books to gain knowledge aboul
certain things. What I am say
ing is dial you cannot trust
anyone's opinion of a subject
until you have experienced it
yourself. Ignorance is bliss and
it is simply ignorant to think
you can get everything you
need from a book.
And I Find it hypocritical that
one would not advise others lo
live their life another way, but
wrote an entire article arguing
that people should live life a
certain way.

Volenik is a senior major
ing in journalism. Send
responses to his column to
thenewsQbgtiews.com.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be Fewer than 500 words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on tl* University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.

BRIAN SZABELSKI. WEB EDITOR
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save jobs.
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coughs the world
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Have your own rake on

melting aonar an-d Why I didn't go to the concert
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Say I lack school
"The saying that
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GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number ol submissions for columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to th«news@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only emailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view ol The BG News

SPORT
Cepis looks to be a big scorer in a small package
By Ethan Magoc

FOOTBALL
Browns enjoying
early, unexpected
success
The Cleveland Browns are
2-2 this season and a quarter
of the way through, they are

Offensive production wasn't
among the Falcon hockey team's
sirring points last season.
Then again, not much was.
lake Cepis, a Bowling Green
freshman ranked 16th among
the
top
national
Incoming collegiate
recruits by
Inside! lollegel lockey.com, leads
a freshman class thai hopes to
help change thai this winter,
I lie honor adds another
dimension to Cepis' already
growing lisl of distinctions, I asl
season he led lire United States
Hockey League with 34 goals
while playing lor the Cedai

0

Itapids Roughriders. lor this
teat he was named I irst learn
All iiMll.and selected to play in
the 2006 USHL All-Star Game.
Cepis showed off his leadership qualities as an assistant
captain for the Roughriders in
2006.
Despite the accolades, t epis
remains modest. Vs the season
approaches he tries not to worrj
ahoni the ranking
"It brings more attention to
you and away from the ream."
c epis said, "It's all aboul the
team, i>w I'm glad thai with mj
hard work ii will be good foi the
school."
The young forward carries
thai humble personality on a

Jacob Cepis

"We need him to

Led the USHL in

produce and he's

goals last season
and was elected to

going to be put into

the leagues' AllStar game

roles to do that."

humble frame, standing only ~>
feel 6 inches and hi") pounds.
\pparently it's what's mi
the inside thai counts though
because lit, coach Scoti Paluch
has already noticed that Cepis
shows unusual confidence on
the ice for a freshman.
He also described the rookie's
speed as "something jumping ai
us right now thai will really help
our team this yeai

"We need him to produce and
he's going to he pin into roles to
do that." s.iid Paluch,
Cepis looks to bring his scoring poise and quickness to a BG
squad thai fell dead last in I ( II \
scoring in 2006-2007,
Cepis hails from Parma, Ohio,
a cit) near Cleveland already
known lor a Falcon hockev

standout in foi met Nl II playei
Brian Holzinger. Uoth players
areawareol thei onnectii
arc ai tuallj quite (lose, in fai i
('epis cited I lol/inget as our til
the reasons for him chn
li< .si I earl) on in his junioi yeai
ol high school.
Mthoughthe Uni
centered tradition has laded
latch. ( epis appears i mil idem
the program can reboi
yeat
"It'sa great hor ke\
st,ne.l People need
ing to see us. We have
team, agreal bum h ol guys and
going lo have a hell ol a
season tins .
so mm hi'.

enjoying the ride.
Page 6

Play time is over

TODAY
Men's Golf:
Xavier Invitational at
Loveland, Ohio: All day

Fresh off SNL stint, James setting
sights on another trip to NBA Finals

Today in Sports
History
1995

Seattle Manners beat
By Tom Withtrs

California Angels. 9-1 in a

The Associated Press

playoff game to win AL West.
1991

Steffi Graf becomes

I Mil I'l NDF.NCF.,
Ohio
—
LeBron lames ditched the 1980s
get-up — the curly wig and skin
light dancer's outfit.
Play time's over for now.
lames slipped into his work
clothes yesterday and returned
to the stage where he performs

the youngest woman to win
500 pro tennis matches.
1986

The New York Mets'

Dwight Gooden is the first
pitcher to strike out 200 or
more batters in Ins first three

best.
FTesh

seasons
1980

oil

his

hyped

stint

Larry Holmes TKOs

Muhammad All in II rounds

opened training camp with their
eyes on winning an NBA title.
"That's the goal." lames said.
"It should be every year."
I ast season, the 22-year-old
star carried the Cavs to their
first Eastern Conference title
and a trip to the finals, where
the) were swept In (our straight
games In the \astlv superior San
Antonio spurs
The expel ience was humbling
for lames and his teammates
who understand thai getting
hack won't be easy.

for the heavyweight boxing
title.
1978-Yanks win third

"U'odidn t realize what it took
lo win a championship, guard
I airy I lughes said. "And we
know now.
Maybe so. but coming off
the most successful season in
franchise history, the Cavaliers
regrouped foi the first tune in
three months in theii new, $25
million training facility under
a cloud of uncertainty. Two
key players remained
unsigned and another awaits

straight AL. East title beating
the Red Sox 5-4 in a playoff
game Ron Guidry wins his
25th game aided by Bucky
Dents homer and Lou
Pinella's fielding.
1970

hosting the season premiere ol
"Saturday Nighl Live," lames got
back on the basketball court as
he and the (loveland Cavaliers

An airplane carrying

Wichita State University
football team crashes killing 30.

The List
The BG News presents the
top five things to watch out
for in the MLB playoffs.

Restricted free agents Sasha
Pavlovic and Anderson Varejao
are still overseas as contract
negotiations with the Cavaliers
have readied a stalemate I he
i lull has made long term offers
to both.
Pavlovic started 28 games last
season and averaged cmvi
highs in points, rebounds and
assists, I lie 23 yeai old guard,
who is SUM in Serbia, had until
midnight to accept a one year
S2.8 million qualifying offer.
Varejao, the frizzy-haired
forward and 6-foot-10 bundle
ol energv averaged 6.8 points
.\\w\ 6 7 rebounds coming off
the bench last season. I li-- agent.
I Ian I egan - ivportedh seeking
a deal worth as much as $11 million a Mason
Pavlovic's
agent.
Marc
Cornstein, has said his client might play in Europe il he
caul come to terms with the
Cavalier-.
lames understands the busi
ness side nl things, hut he also
appreciate- the value both pla)
ers bring
"We ilout make that run we
had last yeai without Andy and
Sasha," he said. "We need those
two guvs I hope we can bring
then in soon and not wast,' too
much time.

Generalmanagei Damn I erry,

1. The Indians'

too. wains both reserves back
"We want them here in
Cleveland, he said. "We have
made them otters we think are
respectful to us wanting them
but also respectful to both the
short term success ol the team
and the long term success. Weil
keep working at it, and in the
meantime our focus is on the
guys that are here and the guys
who are going to start practice
Eric Snow wont be one ol

pitching: Between
C.C. Sabathia and Fausto

'aLlSB

Carmona. the Indians may be
a hard team to hit. They won't
have a hard tune winning
games if they can score a few
runs every game.

2. Alex Rodriguez:
What will A-Rod do in the
postseason? After having one

knee surgery.

PHOTOS BV ISAAC 8BEKK£N AND TONY DS JAK

LEBRON

of the best statistical seasons
baseball has seen in a while,
what will that translate into in
the postseason?

3. The Phillies: They
clearly thought October
baseball was in their destiny
as they came from seven
games back to even things up
with the Mets and take the
NL East yesterday.

4. The Cubs: Are
they still cursed? They have
the worst record of all the
playoff teams and needed a
miraculous second half just to
get into the playoffs.

5. Josh Beckett: This
Cy Young candidate had
a greatpostseason in 05
and this will be his first year
back there since. It will be
interesting to see how well he
does with the Sox.

After dropping MAC opener,
Falcons bounce back with win
By Jordan Cravens
Rep, ■ i

It's always tough getting thai
first Mid-American conference
win, said BG women's soccei
coach And) Richards,
His team rebounded from
a loss to Northern Illinois on
Friday to capture its first conference win on Sunday against
Western Michigan.
"When you don't get that first
win. there is some pressure
going into that second game."
Richards said.
With this weekend's play the
Falcons' moved to 4-5-1 on the
season and l-l in MAC play.
In the opening minutes of
Friday's home match, both 11(1
and Northern Illinois had scor-

"I think it is a good
indicator of how
this team is coming
together."
ing opportunities, bui it was the
Huskies who capitalized iirsi
with a goal by Karen Enockson,
just 1:19 into the game.
As is expected In MAC com
petition, physical play was seen
throughout the match with
numerous Ibulscharged to both
teams.
In similar fashion to the quick,
surprising goal scored by NIU's
Enockson, Stacey Lucas slipped

a cross into the net past goal
kccpci \udrcy I lolmer to tie the
score at I 1 (leading into halftime,
\ot far into the second half
I nockson chalked up her second goal of the match with some
quick footwork to swervearound
BG's defenders.
From there, the rest of the
match remained a story of too III
tie too late as I he Huskies scored
their final goal of the match with
18:50 left to go in regular pla) to
seal the fate of the match, hi ing
ing the score to 3-1.
With little time to spare. IK,
struck back immediate!), aftei
the Huskies' goal when Carolyn

Youth movement makes
playoffs more interesting
By B«n Walker
■

Grady Sizemore, lire up thai '66
Lincoln convertible. Brandon
Webb, show oil voui sinker Ryan
I toward swing for those fences.
The sweet ride starts tomorrow,
and ihcrc'sa new mix to these years
playoffs Along with usual suspects
Derek Icier David Ortiz and lou
I'iniella. fresh laces abound this
October
liinmy Hollins and Chase lltlcv
up the middle. DaisukcMalsu/aka
slatting,
loba
Chamberlain
relieving. Victor Marline/, Gar)

Matthews Jr. and Orlando I ludson,
all set to make their postseason
debuts.

MCQUEUNi. 1ARMA

GET LIFTED:
■

See SOCCER ,Paqef

YOUTH
■
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Browns enjoying the ride in 2007

LSU takes
No. 1 spot in
writers

By JoeMilici.1
The Associated Press

BRIANBORNH0EFT IMBGNEWS
TRICKERY: • atie Stepftenson tuns by Danielle Cygan as the Falcons play a free kick durtho season The Falcons split then games over the weekend
HEX BRANDON
NO. 1: LSL n.rning bad Charles ScoII
scores a touchdown as ho gets past Tijlane
safety Joe Goosby in Saturdays game. The
Tigets ace now No 1 in the AP Poll
The Top 25 teams m The
Associated Press expanded college
football poll, with first-place votes in
parentheses, records through Sept.
29. points based on 25 points for a
first place vote through one point
for a 25th place vote.
Record.Pts
1. LSU (S3);5-0:1.593
2. Southern Cal (52);4-0:l.591
5. California-.5-0-.M75
4. Ohio St.:5-0:1.420
5. Wisconsin:5-O;1.271
6 South Florida*-0:1,203
7. Boston College:5-0:1.172
8 Kentucky:5-0:1.145
9. Florida:4-1;1.031
10. Oklahoma:4-l:992
11. South Carolin.iJ 1900
12 Georgia:4-l:885
13 West Virginia..: -1:861
14. Oregon*-1:837
15. Virginia Tech:4-1 639
16. Hawaii:5-0:586
17. Missoun:4-0:561
18. Arizona St.:5-0:497
19. Te«as:4-I:449
20. Cincmn,lti;5-0:377
21. Rutgers;5-1:299
22. Clemson:4-l:265
23. Purdue:5-0:218
24. Kansas St..5-1:214
25. Nebraska:4-l;198
Others receiving votes: Florida St.
101. Miami 83. Illinois 59. Auburn 52.
UCLA 49. Texas A&M 29. Michigan
St. 16. Michigan 15. Connecticut 9.
Alabama 6. Arkansas 5. Colorado
5. UCF 5. Penn St 4. Boise St 5.
Kansas 3. Virginia 3. Washington 1.

SOCCER
From Page 5

Nesline aimed n shot that
missed bj inches, bouncing off
(he top crossbar of the goal,
In tlif final five minutes ol
play. BG would l>riuj» the score
within one goal as Tiernay
I ilford set up a pass good
for a goal In freshman Alicia
Almond, Iresh off the bench

and recording her first collegiate goal.
i lespite the late onslaught of
olli'iisivc eflorts hy the l-'alcons.
thej would not slrikt' again.
dropping their first MAC competition In a score of 3-2
"I think we caused ourselves
thisdefeat." Richards said, who
thinks his squad could have
pi evented the second anil third
goals scored by doing a heller
job of clearing the ball.
"It wasn't enough competitive lighi from everybody all
the time." lie said.
With little time to rebound,
BG nas back tn Cochrane
Held lot another home match
against MAI opponentWesterri
Michigan.
To open up the match,
Western made the first goal in
the opening half.
Down a goal, the falcons
were against the odds, proven

by statistics—in 49 consecutive matches, the team who has
scored first has went on to will
the match—a streak that BG
would snap three goals and a
victory later.

With till three goals being

scored in the second half, freshman lackie Tamerlano made
the first goal for the falcons
H ith .in assist by Megan Moran,
inttking her the leading scorer
for the squad Ibis season with
four goals.
From there it was a break-out
game for Danielle Cygan who
had been plagued by injury and
illness earlier in the season.
Cygan broke the match open
in scoring two goals, one on a
penally shot and another on an
assist from Corbie Yea
"Thai was the key moment in
l he game for me." Richards said
of Cygan's penally kick goal.
Richards commended Cygan
for showing maturity and leadership in taking the penalty
kick.
"I wanted to step up and take
thai." Cygan said.
"It's been a lough start, but I
think I owed il to the team, (he
coat lies and myself" she said of
her performance on Sunday.
Not only did things step up
from an offensive stand-point,
but defensively goalkeeper
t hi ist\ Aibek helped maintain
the falcons' lead recording five
saves, all in t he second half.
"I think il is a good indicator of how this team is coming
together.'' Richards said of his
team's comeback win.
"We tire finding ourselves as
a team."
fhe soccer team will be back
in action for another two-game
home stand starting Friday
against Central Michigan and
ending Sunday with Lastern
Michigan.

BHRliA, Ohio—This is as good
as it's been for the Cleveland
Browns in a long time.
The Browns are healthy,
they're 2-1 against the AFC
North and they're past what
was considered the toughest
part of their schedule.
Sure, they have to face coach
Romeo Crenncl's former learn,
the New Lngland Patriots, this
Sunday, but at 2-2 the Browns
tire looking and sounding like a
legitimate NFI. team forthe first
lime in years.
"Thewayyougainconfidence
is having success — by winning football games and showing you can win football games.
Now, your confidence grows
and your ability to make plays is
enhanced because you've done
it," Crennel said Monday.
"I lopefully, we can get lo the
point where we can expect to
Win football games all the lime

a*

The veteran guard tore cartilage in his left knee last week
ami will have surgery Tuesday.
Snow, a steadying influence in
the locker room and one of the
club's belter perimeter defenders, most likely will miss the
preseason.
last week, ferry signed free
agent guard Devin Brown
and traded for forward Cedric
Simmons in case Pavlovic and
Varejao aren't re-signed.
Those were t he only offseason
moves made by the Cavaliers,
who stood pat while other learns
overhauled their rosters.
Boston's acquisition of Kevin
(iarnett and Ray Allen — to play
alongside Paul Pierce — sent
shock waves through the East,
which should be as competitive
as ever.
lames, though, isn't concerned about any team but his
own.
"You look al a Boston team
that has added some guys." he
said. "Il will be interesting to
see how things work out with
thai learn. New York added a

PROPERTY A

PROPERTY B

PROPERTY C
3 bed/1.5 bath

2 Bed /1 Bath

4 bed/2 bath

4 bed/4 bath

# ol Roomates

2

4

4

3

Rent

$570(J285each)

$1196 ($299 each)

$1292($323 each)

$900 ($300 each)

Gas

$1

•4.1

all electric

$114

Electric

$20

$72

$140

$97

Water

$0

$0

$120

Included w/Electnc

Trash

so

$0

$0

$0

Basic Cable

$44

$44

$0

$44

Internet

$0

$0

$0

$48

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

No

Pool

Yes (2 Pools)

Yes

No

Private Shuttle

Yes

Yes

No

No

Total Costs Per Month

$634 ($317 each)

$1352 ($339 each)

$1642 ($403 each)

$1203 ($401 each)

Security Deposit

$200 ($100 each!

$600 ($150 each)

$1292 ($323 each)

$500 ($167 each)

feiage Due to weather bills may be higher in some

Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price!
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd • 41 9.352 91 35
www.winthropterrace.com • email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

Being single and pregnant
is tough

etting help kri\
1-800-395-HELP
www.knowledge is empowering.com

iffi

Foundation
for

two victories.

them.

Winthrop t Summit Terrace

'Note All utilities are based on a market survey and are on a I ? i

and not some of the time."
Beating Cincinnati in a wild
shootout, then gelling ahead
of Baltimore early and holding the Ravens down in a 27-13
win Sunday has squelched talk
of Crennel's job security and
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HOP ON: Cleveland Browns' Braylon
Edwards (17) jumps on Leigh Bodden (28)
after the Browns beat the Baltimore Ravens
2715 Sunday. Edwards had a 78-yard TO
catch and Bodden an interception

of rookie quarterback Brady
Quinn's eventual debut.
Instead, the buzz in town is
that the Browns are a blocked
field goal against Oakland from
being tied with Pittsburgh for
first place in the division.
"They should be 3-1." said
offensive lineman Ryan Tucker,
who has been limited to being
a fan the last four weeks while
serving a suspension for violating the Nil's policy on anabolic
steroids and related substances.
Tucker could be activated
I his week, although the Browns
have until Monday to make a
decision on him. The Browns
may wait thai long, which is
another sign of progress.
The Browns aren't desperate for Tucker to return to an
offensive line that has jelled
with the additions of guard Eric
Steinbach and rookie tackle
loe Thomas. The line hasn't
allowed a sack in the Browns'

DANAlDtlSON
MUSICAL MAN: In this photo released by NBC. This week's 'Saturday Night Live' host
LeBron James, left, showcases his musical skills m a trailer lot "High School Musical 3*
Saturday Sept 29.2007 James played the new kid al East High who's challenged by Zac
Efton's "Troy" (Andy Samberg) and his teammates (left to right Will Forte. Fred Armisen)

few guys. Orlando added some
guys. Chicago got some great
draft picks again. Detroit added.
Everyone has kind of rekindled
the flame in their own right.
"We're here. We're the defending champs, so we're not worried about nothing."
As for his "SNL" appearance,
lames go! solid reviews from
critics and some good-natured
ribhing from teammates.
They kill me,'he said.
In one sketch, he wore a

YOUTH
From Page 5

Plus, for the first rime in a while,
there's no clear-cut favorite.
"Nobody lost 100, Nobody won
100. So I think the whole league is a
lot closer thun maybe it Used to be."
Boston manuger Italy I'rancona
said yesterday, surveying the Al.
landscape.
"I don't know that that's good for
us trying to wingumes, but it'sgood
for baseball. 1 think you've got four
rualhy good learns because to get
through the American League, we
beat each odier up so much, that
I think it's going to be really good
baseball," he said.
And how's this for a new look?
Given a choice of which teams to
feature in prime time, first-year'IV
outlet TBS picked the Boston Red
Sox and Chicago Cubs, rather the
New York Yankees.
It all begins tomorrow afternoon, with Citizens Bank Kirk in
Philadelphia hosting its first postseason game. The Phillies took
advantage of the New York Mets'
historic collapse to make tlwir first
playoff appearance since 1993.
"Lo and behold, the National
League East belongs to one team
and one city, and that's the City of
Brotherly Love, baby," Rollins said
during a rally yesterday at City Hall.
Rollins. 1 toward, Utley and the
Phillies were still wailing to find

gold headband and danced as
"Alexander." a fictitious member of the dunce troupe from
Solid (Sold." a popular IV show
In the 1960s, lames had to do
some research for the role.
"1 You Tubed it." lames said. It
was before my time."
And what about that glistening wig? Any chance of bringing
it back for a throwback night?
"No shot," he said. "I'll weal
some throwback shoes or something. But no Iheri-eurl."
out their opixment in the bestof-five opening round San Diego
and (lolorado met yesterday night
in an NI. wild-card tiebreaker at
Coon field, and the wbina was
headed to Philly.
Carlos Zambrano and the
Cubs visit Webb, Hudson tititl the
Arizona Diamondbacks Thursday
night in the other Nl series.
The Al. side is to open tomorrow night at Fenway Park with
Icilin lackey and the IDS Angeles
Angels lacing losh Beckett and the

Red Sox.
Matsuzaka will start (lame 2
for Boston and Curt Schilling will
pitch (Same 3 at Anaheim. The
Red Sox held back Schilling to give
him extra rest.
Alex
Rodriguez,
leter,
Chamberlain and the Yankees
were to open Thursday al
Cleveland. Chicn-MingWang was
set to start against Indians ace C.C.
Sabathia.
SizctTKnv is hoping for a breakout series. A fan favorite at lacobs
field for his all-out style, he's also
popular for the way he gets to the
liallpark — his classic, robin's egg
blue air.
Manager Kric Wedge and the
Indians are back in the playoffs for the first time since 2001.
Cleveland came within a doubleplay grounder of winning the
1997 World Series, and renew the
quest for its first championship
since 1948.
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Haven House Manor
• Mini Mall Apls.(downtown)
Fox Run Apts.
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small pets allowed
see our website or
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Justice Dept. says FBI still at risk
ByHop.Ytn
The Associated Press

"We believe the FBI must be vigilant in
attempting to deter and detect the internal

WASHINGTON —Six years
after arresting turncoat Robert
Hanssen, the l:BI remains
vulnerable to espionage from
within, the parent Justice
Department said in a report
yesterday.
The reason for this, said the
lustice's Office of Inspector
General, is that the bureau has
failed to fully adopt security
measures to track suspicious
behavior involving its own
employees.
The investigation by the IG's
office sought to examine the
extent of internal security at the
nation's lead law enforcement
and domestic spy agency following the 2001 capture of Hanssen,
who admitted spying for
Moscow for cash and diamonds
over two decades.
The 41 - page unclassified
report credits the FBI for taking at least two critical steps to
crack down on internal spies
— creating a new unit designed

penetrations that have occurred in the past
month and that may occur in the future."
Report by Glenn A. Fine | Inspector General

specifically to detect security
penetrations within the agency
and installing senior operational
posts in its counterespionage
section. These posts were filled
with representatives from the
CIA or elsewhere in the intelligence community to ensure
"impartiality and an objective
evaluation of source information."
Such measures, proposed
by the ICi in 2003, were initially
resisted by the FBI.
I lovvever, the internal investigation found that the FBI
had yet to put in place internal
monitoring procedures and
other recommendations by the
IG — such as creating a central
repository to collect and analyze
bizarre or otherwise derogatory

infonnation — concerning FBI
employees.
The report also found that
the FBI's program to review
suspicious employees periodically over their years of service
also remained spotty because it
hadn't created full case files on
them. This was due at least in
part to faulty technology, it said.
As a result, such gaps expose
the nation to internal spy threats
and could have been to blame
for security breaches by FBI
intelligence analyst Leandro
Aragoncillo, who was arrested
in October 2001). I le was later
sentenced to 10 years in prison
for passing secret U.S. documents in an effon to topple the
Philippine government
"Tile circumstances sur-

rounding Aragoi lcillo's activities
and the FBI's response to them
are stark reminders of the vulnerabilities that persist within
the FBI's security program mid
the need to address these vulnerabilities," states the report
by Inspector General Glenn A.
Fine, which called the security
failures unacceptable.
"We believe the FBI must be
vigilant in attempting to deter
and detect the internal penetrations that have occurred in the
past iuid that may occur in the
future," the report said.
Responding, FBI assistant
director John Miller said he
appreciated the IG report, noting that it had found the bureau
had made significant progress in
several areas. I le said the agency
fully intended to implement the
remaining security measures,
but did not indicate a timeframe.
"We will continue to work
with the OK! to make additional
progress toward implementing
these recommendations and in
our efforts regarding espionage
activities on the whole," Miller
said.
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WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Homeland Security Secretary
Michael Chertoff defended the
construction of a fence along
the southwest border yesterday,
saying it's actually better for the
environment than what happens when people illegally cross
the U.S.-Mcxico line.
"Illegal migrants really
degrade the environment. I've
seen pictures of human waste,
garbage, discarded bottles and
other human artifact in pristine areas," Chertoff said in a
telephone interview with The
Associated Press. "And believe
me, that is the worst thing you
can do to the environment."
To curb illegal immigration,
the U.S. government plans to
complete 670 miles of fencing
on the southwest border by the

Michael
Chertoff
Secretary of
Homeland

Security
end of 2008.
But this has drawn complaints
about damaging the cross-border economy and hurting the
environment. Wildlife enthusiasts fear the natural wonders of
the Rio Grande Valley in I'exas
could be spoiled by fences and
barriers and could harm some
animals by cutting them off
from the only source of fresh
water.
chertoff said the department
has been able to satisfy most
environmental concerns and

will continue to address them.
But if someone goes to court to
slow construction, he said the
department will use the environmental waiver authority
Congress authorized.
For now, he said, everything
is on track and the department
exceeded its goal to complete
150 miles of fencing along the
Mexican border by the end of
the 2007 fiscal year, which was
Sunday. Chertoff also said apprehensionsof illegal migrantsat the
border have gone down about 20
percent in the past year.
"I was really driving these
guys hard to make sure that we
were getting this done," Chertoff
said of the fence. "This is one of
those deals where we made a
promise, and we've lived up to
that promise."

Last month. Chertoff said
there was glitch in a "virtual
fence" — a 28-mile stretch of
surveillance technologies near
the border southwest of Tucson
— and he would not pay the
contractor. Boeing Co., until
that was resolved. The glitch
was that the technologies were
not all working together so that
images caught on radar could
be sent to a Border Patrol agent
monitoring the system, Chertoff
said yesterday.
Bui he also said the problem
"appears to be getting fixed" and
Chertoff said the program will
undergo its final testing phase
this month.
"I've seen this kind of system
work in other settings, so it's not
a novel or a technologically difficult task." he said.

Suspect arrested in attempted bombing in Austria
By William J. Kol*
The Associated Press

VIENNA. Austria — A Bosnian
who tried to enter the U.S.
Embassy in Vienna with a
backpack filled with explosives, nails and Islamic literature was arrested yesterday
after the bag set off a metal
detector and the man fled on
foot, authorities said.
Police sealed off the neighborhood as a precaution and
shut down or rerouted nearby
bus and tram lines. Officers
patrolled the area with bombsniffing dogs.
The suspect was described
only as a 42-year-old native of
Bosnia-Herzegovina who now
lives in the province of Lower
Austria, which encircles most
of the capital. Police said they
made the arrest a short distance from the embassy in a

neighborhood where security
is tight.
The motive for the attack
was not immediately clear.
Vienna police spokeswoman
Michaela Raz said explosives
experts were examining the
contents of the backpack,
which contained at least two
hand grenades.
"There were a lot of nails in
that bag. 1 lad it exploded, it
would have had an enormous
shrapnel effect," said Doris
Hdelbacher, of Austria's federal
counterterrorism office.
Munitions experts were still
trying to determine whether
the device had been properly
rigged to explode.
The suspect spoke broken
German and appeared to
ramble during an initial interrogation, F.delbacher said.
It was unclear how far he
made it into the embassy.
Public broadcaster ORF, cit-

US EMBASSY I

EMBASSY SCARE: Experts examine contents of explosive backpack at the US.
Embassy

ing unidentified officials,
reported that a metal detector
sounded an alarm as the man
was passing through security
checks and that he fled immediately.

The nature of the Islamic
material he allegedly was carrying also was unclear.
Embassy officials could not
immediately be reached for
comment.

Suspects acquitted in
tainted-blood case
By Rob Gillies
The Associated Press

TORONTO—A judge acquitted
three doctors, a New lersey company and a former Red Cross official of criminal charges yesterday
in a tainted-blood scandal that
infected thousands of Canadians
with HIV or hepatitis and resulted
in more than 3,000 deaths.
Toronto Superior Court Justice
Mary Lou Benotto ruled that the
defendants did not show conduct
displaying wanton and reckless
disregard in the use of the blood
and that there was no marked
departure from the standards of a
reasonable person.
"The conduct examined in
detail over one and a half years
confirms reasonable and responsible and professional actions and
responses during this difficult
time," she said. "The allegations
of criminal conduct on the part of
these men and this corporation
were not only unsupported by the'
evidence, they were disproved
"The events here were tragic,"
the judge said. "However, to

assign blame where none exists is
to compound the tragedy."
John Plater of the Canadian
I lemophilia Society expressed
bewilderment at the verdict,
questioning how the judge could
suggest that the defendants'
actions "were somehow professional and reasonable."
"If you, on the one hand, have
a study that says there's a problem, and on the other hand have
a study that says maybe there
isn't a problem, any reasonable
person takes the product off
the market. They didn't. People
were infected, and people died,"
Plater said, "How that could be
considered reasonable behavior
is beyond us."
The case involved blood products produced by New Jerseybased Armour Pharmaceutical
Co. in the 1980s and early 1990s
that turned out to be infected.
Also charged were Dr. Roger
Perrault of the Red Cross; Dr.
John Furesz and Dr. Donald Wark
Boucher, formerly of Canada's
Flealth Protection Branch, and
Dr. Michael Rodell, a former vice
president of Armour.
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Ohio criminal law
yet to be reviewed
COLUMBUS (API—Twelve
years after the legislature
approved sweeping changes
to Ohio's criminal sentencing
laws, no information has been
collected for a study lawmakers
requested to determine if blacks
are treated more harshly than
whites in county courts, a newspaper reported yesterday.
The review was suggested
by lawmakers in 1995, but
no data has been collected,
The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer
reported.
The 1995 bill restnictured
Ohio's sentencing guidelines
— substituting fixed sentences
for open-ended ones — and created boards and commissions
to work with the legislature to
make criminal law tough but
fair.
The law also urged the Ohio
Supreme Court to force lowercourt judges to track the race,
ethnicity, gender and religion
of anyone convicted in their
courts of a felony. The goal was
to test perceptions that blacks
were treated worse in court than
whites.
Thomas Mover, chief justice
at the time and still Ohio's highest-ranking judicial official, said
there were many reasons for
not enforcing such record keeping. He said he agrees with the
goal, but he bowed long ago to
county judges who vehemently

"I still think it is a
good goal, but I'm
not sure how we

achieve it."
Thomas Moyer | Ohio Chief Justice

objected.
"They can be forced to do it,
but the data needs to be reliable." Moyer stud. "And if it is
seen as a very low priority by
judges, then data is not going to
be reliable. It's not going to be
uniform."
"I still think it is a good goal,
but I'm not sure how we achieve
it," said Moyer, who suspects the
perceptions about unfair treatment of blacks stem from having
too few minority judges in Ohio.
Moyer has tried to confront
the courtroom fairness question. 1 le had a hand in appointing the Ohio Commission on
Racial Fairness. Its 1999 report
urged the state Supreme Court
to enforce the 1995 law. In 2000.
Moyer appointed a task force
that followed up on the commission's recommendations.
David Diroll. executive
director of the Ohio Criminal
Sentencing Commission, the
Supreme Court's legislative arm,
also lobbied for the data collec-

www.meccabg.com

LOG Of/ TODAY TO:
View our Listings of photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings.
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WajfSaper Sudokti and win prizes at:

Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

2008/2009 Listings coming soon!
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Create and solve your
Suclohu puzzles for FREE.

1045 N. Main 7B

Management Inc.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

Security secretary defends border fence
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Rap needs to expand
MARK HIHB | GUEST COWMNISl

"It isn't as if
mainstream rap
artists aren't capable
of some brilliant
political tracks."

Today's mainstream rap is arguably the most promoted and
reproduced type of music in
America. It is popular among
numerous types of people from
different backgrounds and has
had a major influence on the
culture of many young people. If
you walk outside, you will likely
hear rap being played - often oul
of the vehicles of young people of
different races and backgrounds.
Wack youths like I.I. are promoting Chevy in commercials.
Popular rap "icon" Snoop I )ogg
is a viable commercial figure in
the eyes of many in mainstream
America. I lowever, there is some
thought that mainstream rap is
"dumbed down" in regards to its
lyrics and creativity
By "dumbed down" 1 mean
the lyrics and topics the rappers
approach lack diversity (nipping
about materialism, sexual behavior; rampant violence, etc.) while
avoiding political and social con
tent (like institutional racism and
activism) in hacks, is mainstream

(iun'Ron and the Diplomats and
I if Wayne so I am not some guy
out of touch with today's rap artists or a person who is just hating
on musicians But its I matured, I
became disenchanted with a lot
of the mainstream nippers, their
content and their videos As much
as I found the music entertaining (and many limes it is). I fell
personally that I wasn't learning
anything hut the same thing
born everyrapper. it became a
surprise to hear something out of
a nip song besides the usual dnig
dealing, gun-toting, woman disrespecting, one-dimensional rap
message that promoted ridiculous
materialism and capitalism.
The diversity in mainstream
rap seems to be gone. Pan of what
makes Kanye West interesting as
an artist is the fact thai he seems
to be the anti-mainstream rap
image. I le is from the black middle class with two very educated
parents But for every artist like
Kayne West or Common, there
seems to be hundreds of rappers
following the "gangsta" image to
achieve success And it isn't as
if mainstream rap artists aren't
capable of some brilliant political
tracks, as ladakiss displayed in the
track "Why?" or lay-Z showed in
"Minority Report" it's that these
types of tracks are' rare among
their normal repertoire (likeeating a salad once a month while
having a diet filled with candy and
soda).
I lltimately, ivhethei mamstream rap is "dumbed down" is
up to an individual's interpretation. But it is important to remember that rap has its roots in hip
hop and hip hop was created to
give a voice to the young Black
and I anno men and women to
describe their conditions in the
inner city. It also allowed them to
express their respective cultures
and speak on a number of issues
such as poverty, politics and racism. But today mainstream rap
seems more concerned with
pimping, getting money, and having a good time without responsibility. More talented artists such
as Ialib Kweli and The Roots are
passed over in terms of promotion
for one-dimensional artists like
I j|' Wayne, 50 Cent and T.I (among
countless others). Why socially
conscious artists don't get comparable promotion is a different
issue but it is unquestionable that
mainstream rap is missing diversity and common sense in most of
its lyrics and rappers

rap avoiding certain Issues to keep
its listeners in an ignorant state
of mind? Are the Young leiy\ s. Til)
Cents and LIT VVbynes of the w irld
rapping about "nothing" in comparison to real world issues?
Takingalookat sumcnltlH'
more popular mainstream rap artists and songs today, it becomes
more difficult to see diversity (or
intelligence! within the rap industry. Instead of historic rap hits like
the politically conscious "light
the Power" by Cublic Enemy or
Informative The Message" by
Grandmaster flash & the Furious
Five, today's rap fans are subjected
to "dumbed-down" songs like I
Get Money",This is Why I'm I lot"
and "I'm So I lood." I also don't
want to forget to mention rap
"classic" "Bay."
To set the record. I am a huge
fan of hip hop. I've actually spent
a large part of my life listening to
mainstream rap acts like ladaiass.
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Hines is a senior majoring

163 South Main • Bowliny Green

in sport management. Sent!
responses to his column to
theneu's¥bgnews.com.

Phone 419-153-2277

MWENDAH
Fr,
undercut by making its exports
less desirable due to cost.
Obviously, the rest of the world
will stand up and take note
of all (he state of affairs as the
world is all connected.
Even as this unfolded, China
was moving forward with
ils phenomenal economic
growth. In fact, as the U.S. dollar was seeing red, the Chinese
central bank was raising interest rates to mop up liquidity
in an economy gushing with
yuan.
Is the dollar then, on its last
throes? Hardly. Is it on the way
to a sick bed? Potentially The
time when the U.S. economy
was king of the world seems
to be slowly slipping by.
According to the current issue
of The Economist, China is
now contributing more to
global (il)l'growth than the
U.S.
The unbridled thirst for
natural resources by the bristling economic panda is keeping commodity prices high.
This is a boon to countries
like Canada and many other
countries all over the world
which, with "underground"
economies (minerals and oil)
will continue to keep China
nmning, and hopefully the rest
of the world too.
Whether this is a reason to
worry about the international
system is up to the economists to determine. I lowever,
I would think that it is a good
thing that world economic
might is tending to be a more
diversified multi-polarity. This
probably makes for soft landings when the going gets tough
for the U.S. dollar. In any case,
the entire world does not have
to catch a cold just because the
U.S sneezed, a sniffle maybe,
not a heavy cold.

Send responses to this column to tiKnews&bgnewsxom.
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WILL HAUL AWAY OR BUY OLD
CABS. RUNNING OR NOT
419-819-8700.
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES
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Help Gs Celebrate

Studios &
1 Bedrooms:
Studios: from $309
1 Bedrooms: from $435

Selection of Samples
offered at 8am till 6pm
Thursday October 4th

C/A, Pert Welcome
On Site laundry
Private Entrance Patio
Snort Term Leases Avail

MYLES BAKER STREET
DELICIOUS

BAKED

GOODS

Myles Baker Street
434 E. Wooster
419-352-9160

419-352 7691
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.. .Because fireman loves your
truck just like you do!
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1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
29
31
34
35
36
37
40
41
42

Dunking maneuver
Matinee idol
Find repugnant
Dnnkmg mug with a face
Comfort
Tenancy period
PC operator
Downfall
Favorite at the ball
Ridiculed, perhaps
Aardvark's snack
Annapolis grad
Have a lofty goal
Like dirty hearths
Poisonous snake
Place to get steamed
Urgent request
Chinese gooseberry
Reverse the fortunes of
Chills, as champagne
Vocalized
Arctic shelter

43
44
45
46
47
48
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

FREE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Ticket piece
Give the slip to
Cover for a crook
"__ Breckinndge"
Cool and calm
Mocking reproach
Not likely!
Nevada city
Capital on the Hudson
Complaints
Sign of samtlmess
Christiania, now
Stagger
Gold measure
Ford Clinic, e.g.
On the move
Impertinent
Liquefy
Rustic lodgings
Worship spot
Make watertight
Theater passageway
Have a fainting spell
Grape used for
burgundies
35 Pierre's pop

Grain in a Salinger title
Plaintiff
AWOL part
Raises, as stakes
Exist
Have one's revenge
Play the ham
Kitty stake
Half a sextet
Metric volume
Swerve off
Grimm baddie
Keep for later
Out of kilter
Canasta display
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Radiator Flush i:

419-642-8473 Fremont
1925 W SUte St
419*93-7242 WntToMo 2779WCanH
419^73-0911 North Towm 222WAteos
419^98-1863 South ToMo 750SRtynokts
4IM82-8964 FnnHlnPt 5022 Morroe St

Beer containers
Dwelling
Slander in print
Domain
Corpuscle carrier
Downright
Fall bloom
Solidifies
Send off
Dorothy's dog
Molten flow
From the top
Minute particle
Hankenng
Young miss
Did field work
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WHEREVER YOU ARE
EAT LIKE YOU HI HERE

FREE Chips & Salsa
with delivery order
(Must Present Coupon)

WE DELIVER.
419.353.7200
Services Offered

Tel: 419.353.7200
Fax: 419.354.7206

Help Wanted

Students, we will clean up after
your party...recycle your cans,
bring the bags. etc. Call 419-3521457, ask for Linn. Let us know
when & we'll be there.There is a
tee, don't get a citation. Call Party
To Go, Inc. 419-352-1457.

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them www AdCarClub com

Help Wanted

LIFEGUARD: PT o: FT Must have
current Lifeguard. CPR and First Aid
Certification Varied hours Primarily
atternoon and evening shifts Position will be year round employment.
Water Service Instructor Certification
preferred or WSI training will be provided Sunshine offers excellent benefits, quality on-going training programs, competitive wages and potential for growth Apply in person at
Sunshine Inc of NW Ohio. 7223
Maumee-Western Rd.. Maumee. OH
43537. Applications accepted Mon Fn. 8am-4pm For more information
and to learn about additional employment opportunities, please call
419-794-1368 or visit
www worK4sunshme org EOE

IBARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exl 174

Movie extras new opportunities for
upcoming productions. All looks
needed. No experience required tor
casting calls Call 877-218-6224.

Home Visitor I - Fostoria/Bowling
Green. WSOS Community Action
Commission, a community based organization focused on the human
service needs ol the disadvantaged.
is seeking a qualilied individual to
provide home-base services as an
adult educator to assigned family
caseloads in compliance with performance standards, licensing requirements, and policies and procedures
Required high school diploma or
GEO and ability to obtain CDA within
two years of meeting the professional development program requirements. One to three years experience in eady childhood development
up to one-year experience with word
processing, spreadsheet, Internet,
and database software Year Round,
Full Time, $8.75/hr. Send resume by
October 12. 2007 to WSOS CAC.
Attn: HR - HVUSW/AM, PO Box 590,
Fremont. Ohio 43420. Affirmative
Action Employer-M/F/Vet AOisab

Temporary Secretary/Receptionist
Bowling Green. WSOS Community
Action Commission, a community
based organization focused on the
human service needs of the disadvantaged is seeking a qualilied individual to be responsible tor performing secretarial duties such as answering phones, greeting the public,
typing, filing, data entry and operating office machines Required high
school diploma or GED and ability to
operate office equipment, up to one
year experience and/or training in office administration, one to three
years experience working with word
processing, spreadsheet, internet
and database software The position
is Temporary October through January, Part-time, avg 25 hrs/wk, $8.75
per hour Send resume by October
12. 2007 to WSOS CAC, Attn: HR TSR/BG/SK, PO Box 590. Fremont.
OH 43420. Affirmative Action Employer-M/F/vet/Disab
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Bowling Green
129 S. Main St.

ASLADA BISTRO

Phone 4193736050 182S Mom St nosiodownotmoilcom

Otters authentic homemade cuisine with no
perservattves at a reasonable price.
Wide Assortment of Vegetarian and
Vegan Choices Offered.
Get a cup of soup

HALF OFF

Help Wanted
Beel up your resume1 Paid internships at local telecommunications
company located in downtown
Toledo Three positions available •
S8 per hour plus bonuses - we'll
work with your schedule Please call
Scott at 419-824-5819
Undercover shoppers earn up to
S150 per day Undercover shoppers
needed to |udge retail S dining
establishments Experience not
required Call 800-722-4791
YMCA child care group leaders Immediate openings Available shifts:
Mon thru Fn 6 30-9 00am, 1 006 00pm S 3 00-6 00pm Contact
Sara 419-251-9622

For Rent
■• Avail now Rooms $225 mo. 4
bdrm. tree internet cartyrentals com
Call 419-353-0325
08-09 school year listings avail.
Also Jan 08 units avail
See CartyRentals.com
55 WEB/call 419-353-0325
1024 E. Wooster #RR Two bedroom
apartment in Triplex $365 per
month FREE UTILITIES.
419-352-5620
228 S College #L and O 2 bedroom
newly remodeled apartments $395
plus electric. Hardwood floors. Call
419-352-5620.
3 bdrm house & apt on Manville
next to water tower
419-352-5239
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
1 bedroom apt Pets allowed
Call 419-704-0133
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
2 or 1 bdrm at 8O0 Third St.
Call 419-354-9740

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $490!
On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

-FREE HEAT

Mechanical
Service
SSL

419-332-32(1
419479-7010
419476-7121
419-535-3033
4194754671
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$20 piercings indude jewelry*
Largest selection of bexfy jewelry**
Buy 2 get one free on all jewelry*
lit King 3115 King Rd
532 Hmoa Ave
Iptrrytburg
25998 N Dxe Hwy
Iwoodvh
3725W1*storR(t
ItvKW
5832MonraSl
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Our best selection includes:
-Mousaka
■Stuffed Poppers
■Boot Goulash A Sttoaonoft
•PortaPelia Florentine
■ana more

IfANTI-FREEZEfMECHANICALf OIL CHANGE

$911*
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Services Offered
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brought to you by

"#1 Spring Break Website! 4 & 7
night trips to BahamaPartyCruise.
PanamaCity. Acapulco. Cancun and
more Low prices guaranteed Group
discounts lor 8. Book 20 people,
get 3 free trips! Campus reps
needed www.StudentCity.com or
800-2931445.

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Home ot the Famous
Stuffed Stick
352-9638
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Travel

This Year

we're turning

WWWBGNEWS.COM

HdUnd
True* I Firm
Bowling Crm
Monrw, Wchkjan

7171 OrdorJ Cntr
532lkmrsAve
999 S Main St
1986 N Telegraph

419861-1919
419491-7973
419-352-5788
800-498-6009
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mvspace.com/steeladdictionq
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3932 SecorM Toledo, Oh

Tattooing by Infinite Art
WWW.iatattOO.C
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 tH*

